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A Bonus Issue of DS

New Dummy Books

Treat it as an early Christmas present!

Tesco Garages fuel demand for blank stamps

I thought that I would give you a break from
preparing for the festive season by preparing an
additional issue of Dummy Stamps.
In all honesty, the main reason for DS11 is to
include a ‘timeline’ article that I have prepared
relating to the early stamp printing days of
Harrison and Sons Limited. This covers the period
from formation of the company through to the end
of the reign of King George V.
As I have stated in the document, what a huge
leap of faith it was by the GPO in 1910 to remove
production from the safe (albeit expensive) hands
of De La Rue, and to place the contract with a
company that had never printed a stamp in sheets
before! I cannot imagine this happening today.
I wondered whether any reader can add to the
stamps listed as issued by Harrison during this
period, please.
It was a time of intense activity for them and,
perhaps surprisingly, there seems little written
about their early output – certainly not in one
#place! So, while researching, I was surprised to
learn that they had printed stamps for Ecuador,
Peru, Maldive Islands, British Mandate of
Palestine and the Gold Coast. I was previously
only aware of GB, Ireland and Egypt.

A couple of years ago, Tesco Garages requested
that Royal Mail supply 1st and 2nd class stamp
books with unprinted stamps. The idea was that
potential purchasers would hand the dummy book
to the cashier who would exchange it for the real
thing. This was a theft prevention measure as
stamps are a popular item to steal, it seems.
This idea was flawed in that they bore a valid
barcode on the back cover and were occasionally
sold, which was great if you were a stamp collector
with an interest in dummy stamps, but not if you
were a normal customer (not that I am implying
that collectors are in any way abnormal, of course).
Despite what might have been widespread use
nationwide, almost none have appeared on the
philatelic market and they went undiscovered until
too late to obtain examples. Maybe they were
actually a limited trial that proved unsuccessful for
the reason stated, hence the scarcity of supplies.

The blank stamps
are without
phosphor and have
normal die-cut
separation.

Christmas Greetings
The winter issue of DS will not appear until
around early February, so may I wish you all a
Happy Christmas and a successful, but above all
healthy, 2009. I also thank readers for the
valuable feedback that I have received in
response to these newsletters.
GLENN

Stocks were
printed at Walsall
Security Printers.

© Glenn H Morgan FRPSL

Waterlow Calendars

How to stay in the minds of your customers all year round…

With a new year fast approaching, I thought that I would depict an unused Waterlow calendar from 60 years ago.
The Beefeater looks to be quite miserable – perhaps he had to work over the Christmas break against his wishes!
I have several calendars from a range of security printers and they form an interesting sideline collection.

Don’t be Fooled by De La Rue Items

They are not what they seem
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OVI Inks

SICPA leads the way in security inks for banknotes and stamps

The dummy banknote illustrated below is from SICPA, the Swiss ink manufacturer. They supplied Harrison
with the OVI (Optically Variable Ink) used on the high value stamps back in the early 1990s. It is an
expensive product, partly because it is only supplied to security printers and not to commercial printers for
use on cornflakes boxes! For those unfamiliar with the ink, it changes colour when tilted and the client can
choose from a combination of colours to turn from and to.

Harrison had a few stamps escape largely without the OVI and these are often referred to as ‘missing gold’
when sold by dealers. In fact they are a dry-print. The photo below left is of an electron microscope image
taken for me by the Post Office Research Centre and it reveals the outline of the Queen’s head (to left of
value) and a few flecks of the gold (at bottom left). The error stamp appears below right, prices for which do
not reflect the true scarcity of this item.
There appears to be no truth in the rumour that Harrison ran ‘make-ready’ sheets without the OVI ink to
avoid wasting any ink on sheets that were, by their nature, destined for destruction.
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Updates

Further information on previous reports…

Waddington
A further example of the Kirkstall Abbey label, but
this time without the Rio Congress 79 text, has
recently been found.

The Bradbury airletter form

The format of the airletter is the same as that
produced for the first such item from Iraq back in
1933, which helps to date the BW item.

Bradbury Wilkinson
The airletter form has now been seen and the
interesting thing is that the pre-printed stamp is
actually produced by the intaglio process. I had
assumed that it would be a letterpress production.

The Iraqi airletter form –SPECIMEN version

KomoriChambon
A new label
from KomoriChambon is
reported. Its
wording clearly
relates to 1992
and is probably
for a litho press
installation in
Indonesia.
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Appendix 1 to Dummy Stamps Issue 11

Harrison and Sons Limited:
Timeline from George II to George V

Not dummy / testing related, but hopefully it
will prove to be interest to readers of DS.
Updates and corrections to this “work in
progress” would be appreciated.

This document serves as a record of Harrison and Sons Ltd., and its stamp production, through to the end of
King George V. This reign was a key period for testing and development, after which business ‘settled
down’ with Harrison largely using the photogravure production process* right through to their demise in
1997. Stamps are depicted at a standard % width per image, with only one value from each issue being
shown.
* As would be expected, Harrison retained intaglio, letterpress, screen and lithographic printing capabilities, but these were used
relatively infrequently for stamp production in the post-1934 period, with notable exceptions.

(left) The Harrison & Sons, London script watermark recorded in the text below
(right) Part of the dandy roll used to produce the above watermark

A question had been asked in the House of Commons in March 1911 about who the new supplier of postage
and fiscal stamps were. URL http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1911/mar/13/postage-and-fiscal-stamps-new-contractors
appears to contain the first mention of stamps having been created by Harrison before the British issue of
1911, which were always assumed to be the first postage stamps produced by this company. It reads:
Postage and Fiscal Stamps (New Contractors)
HC Deb*, 13 March 1911, Volume 22 cc1872-3

(* meaning = “House of Commons Debate”)

Mr. TOUCHE asked the Secretary to the Treasury if he will state who are the new contractors for the supply of adhesive postage
and fiscal stamps; what trade or business has heretofore been carried on by them; whether they have had any experience in the
manufacture of stamps, and, if so, in what direction; and whether the Postmaster-General is satisfied that the wants of the public
will be duly met in the course of the current year under the new contract, and what safeguards have been taken to insure
continuous and adequate supplies to that end?
Mr. ILLINGWORTH Messrs. Harrison and Sons are the new contractors for the supply of adhesive postage stamps. The fiscal
stamps and certain denominations of the postage will be manufactured at Somerset House. The firm in question are the well-known
Government printers, and they have previously manufactured stamps for one of the small Colonies.

The Postmaster General, Herbert Samuel, later states in HC Deb 28 June 1911 Vol. 27 cc420-1 “I agree that
there is room for improvement in printing the penny stamp - an improvement which I hope will be secured
with more experience on the part of the contractors who have undertaken this work for the first time*, and
who have been working under great pressure.” So, it is reasonable to assume that the PMG knew the true
situation, i.e. Harrison and Sons had not previously printed postage stamps.
(* my emboldened italics)
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Harrison & Sons Timeline from George II to George V
1750

The House of Harrison established in Warwick Lane, London EC.

……………………………………………………………………
1756

Printers of “The London Gazette”.

……………………………………………………………………
1825

Private Press Established at the Foreign Office.

……………………………………………………………………
1856

Private Press Established at the War Office.

……………………………………………………………………
1867

Appointed “Printers in Ordinary to HM Queen Victoria”.

……………………………………………………………………
1870

Press Established at Scotland Yard Police Headquarters.

……………………………………………………………………
1881

Great Britain: Telegraph Forms Postal Stationery Contract Won.

Harrison had produced telegraph forms bearing an imprinted
stamp through the 1880s, but these fall outside of the scope of
most philatelists’ collections.
The forms had been printed at the St Martin’s Lane, London
factory depicted in the image alongside.

……………………………………………………………………
19__

Mysterious Printing of Stamps Draws a Blank!
Collectors believed that Harrison had no involvement with stamps before the
British 1910 contract, but the Commons debate above implied that this was not
the case. The PMG seems to have clarified the situation.
As no records of the stamps allegedly “manufactured for one of the small
colonies” have been found when looking through the major stamp catalogues
and contemporary philatelic magazines, readers are invited to confirm either
way if they can. Maybe Mr Illingworth decided not to admit to the House that
Harrison was new to stamp printing for fear of difficult questioning from MPs!

……………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………
1901

Appointed “Printers in Ordinary to HM King Edward VII”.

……………………………………………………………………
1907

Temporary Press Established at Windsor Castle on the Occasion of the Visit of
European Monarchs.

……………………………………………………………………
1910

Appointed “Printers and Booksellers to HM King George V”.

……………………………………………………………………
1910

Great Britain: Definitive Stamps Contract Won to Print by Letterpress.

Harrison was invited to tender for the new contract by the GPO, presumably as
they were a major British government print supplier that had been printing
early stamp booklet covers, or because of sight of the alleged stamps above.
Either way, they took the business from DLR, who had held it for sixty years,
so this was a leap of faith, but saved the GPO £45,000pa on its printing bill.
Sir Thomas De La Rue died several months afterwards directly as a result of losing the contract, a loss
that he had never got over believing that DLR had a “God given right” to the contract never even
considering that another printer might be capable of producing the stamps!

……………………………………………………………………
1910

Hayes Factory Opened.

Harrison needed more space, so purchased a site at Hayes in
Middlesex to concentrate on the newly acquired major contract to
print low value definitives for Great Britain by letterpress.

……………………………………………………………………
1911

Great Britain: Definitive Stamps by Letterpress.
Harrison first produced stamps with the late King Edward VII’s effigy, rather
than that of King George V, for a full two and a half years due to delays in
agreeing new designs and other reasons such as running out of the appropriate
watermarked paper, neither of which was the fault of Harrison.
These stamps were produced at the Hayes printing works.

……………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………
1914

Bavaria: World’s First Definitive Stamps by Photogravure.
The first ever photogravure stamps were issued by Bavaria. Harrison had NO
involvement as they were printed by F A Bruckmann of Munich
However, this was an important development in stamp production that
would later be so influential in the success and dominance by Harrison.
Bruckmann utilised a screened photogravure cell structure for the Bavarian
stamps, while the 1923 Harrison stamps for Egypt utilised a grained cell
structure comprising a random array of cells.

……………………………………………………………………
1914-1918

Confidential Printers to the Admiralty, War Office and Foreign Office.

……………………………………………………………………
1914

Great Britain: Postage Due Labels by Letterpress.
After trials with Somerset House printings, four initial values were later
produced by Harrison for the newly introduced scheme of using labels to
indicate that postage due had been paid to the GPO. The scheme started on
Monday 20 April 1914.

……………………………………………………………………
1920

Egypt: Definitive Stamps by Letterpress.
Harrison won the contract from DLR to print postage, service and postage due
stamps for Egypt, following a competitive tender process. DLR was ordered by
the Egyptian authorities to hand over the master dies to Harrison to enable them
to make new plates and thus enable further stocks of the existing designs to be
made. These stamps were printed at the Hayes factory on a newly
commissioned watermarked paper comprising a triple crescent and star,
uniquely for use by Egypt and helping to identify Harrison printings.

……………………………………………………………………
1921-22

Egypt: Postage Due Labels by Letterpress.

A series of six postage due labels was issued – the first since the previous
century.

……………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………
1921

Great Britain: National Savings Stamp by Photogravure.

The 6d National Savings stamp contract was won from Waterlow following a
success tender process. These were the first GB ‘stamps’ by the photogravure
process by Harrison and were printed at the Hayes factory. It is suspected that
they were printed on the press recorded below for Egypt.
Waterlow had beaten Harrison in the use of photogravure by producing by
this method War Savings stamps in July 1918. It is also understood that they
had produced clandestine forgeries of the Bavarian 1914 photogravure stamps during the Great War for the
British government. After this war, all British security printers possessed photogravure printing capabilities,
but many were slow to use it for stamp production purposes.

……………………………………………………………………
1922

Ireland Provisional Government: Definitive Stamp Overprints by Letterpress.
Various values of British stamps were overprinted ‘Rialtas Sealadac na héireann
1922’ (Provisional Government of Ireland 1922), in five lines of text.
These were made-up into coils (rolls) by Harrison for use in stamp vending
and affixing machines, as the local printers used for the sheet-printed stamps
could not undertake the overprinting.
(left) Coil stamp for use in Ireland as overprinted by Harrison

……………………………………………………………………
1922

Egypt: Additional Definitive Stamp Value by Letterpress.
New postal rates necessitated a 15m value, so a statue of Ramases II
design was produced by Harrison, which unfortunately bore an
incorrect Arabic inscription. A corrected printing was produced and the
incorrect stamp stock was later overprinted locally with a crown and
Arabic text and put in general circulation. Some stock was also
overprinted locally ‘OHEMS’ for use as Official stamps.

……………………………………………………………………
1923

Egypt: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure.

A tender saw several British printers quote and supply proofs in a variety of
printing processes for designs depicting the King of Egypt, Fuad I. The new
stamps were to have been printed by intaglio initially, but Egypt later favoured
the photogravure proofs that had been submitted by Harrison for design
approval purposes only. The rest is history!
They were printed at the Hayes factory using a ‘Johannisberg BT.1’ Germanmade press. The ‘BT’ stands for ‘Bogentiefdruck’ and denotes flatbed feed of
cut sheets. However….. Harrison sub-contracted some of the work to a company in the Netherlands known
as NRM (see Netherlands entry, below). This was, to quote Kehr in his work 20th Century Stamps of Egypt
(1942, Kalamazoo USA), because “Harrison was not equipped to produce roto-engraved (i.e. photogravure)
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stamps in such a quantity as was needed and ordered by Egypt. It required nearly eighteen months of
experimentation to overcome the technical difficulties before satisfactory results were achieved”. It would
appear that it was the 5m, the 20m to 200m and the £E1 values that were the Dutch printings.
The plates were produced by uniformly dusting the plate with a fine bitumen or resin powder. This resists
the etch when the plate is etched after transferring the image to it, so producing an irregular cell structure.
Photogravure stamp booklets were also produced as a part of this contract, which probably makes these
the first British-printed photogravure stamp booklets. (Egypt was an early adopter of stamps in booklets.)
From 1925, Egypt printed its stamps locally in Cairo at The Survey Department of Egypt, so Harrison was
destined to have no further involvement in the production of stamps for this country, except in 1926 when
they won the contract to print one last issue (see below).

……………………………………………………………………
1923

Great Britain: Definitive Stamps Contract Lost to Waterlow.
The contract for British low value definitives was lost to Waterlow for a decade
solely, it would appear, on price rather than quality.
During this era, Harrison focused on developing its photogravure techniques
and capabilities, having set-up a subsidiary company, Collogravure Ltd, to
maximize the potential of this “new” process.
(left) A Harrison printed stamp overprinted “RECEIVED WITH / THANKS.”(how
appropriate!) and “FOR / WATERLOW & SONS” and used on a receipt.

……………………………………………………………………
1923

The Netherlands: NRMs Involvement in Harrison Photogravure Stamp Production.

Collogravure Ltd worked in close co-operation
with the Dutch firm of Nederlandse
Rotogravure Maatschappij (NRM*) of Leiden,
drawing “on the finest continental experience of
the time”.
This saw Harrison staff being trained by
NRM staff in the skills required to print postage
stamps by photogravure and also how to make
the all-important printing cylinders.
* NRM had been formed in 1913 as publishers and printers. Their first magazine contract, Panorama, was
printed on a German photogravure press and they soon developed the skills needed to utilise photogravure.
They were a pioneer in the field of several chromotype techniques and developed over the years twenty
printing machines.

……………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………
1924 Peru: Battle of Ayacucho Centenary Commemorative Stamp by Photogravure.

The 4c and 5c values of this set were produced by Harrison, while the rest were
printed at Waterlow and De La Rue.
Three printers being used for one commemorative stamp issue is quite
unusual (but certainly not unique and a Papua New Guinea issue springs to
mind).

……………………………………………………………………
1926 Egypt: King’s Birthday Commemorative Stamp by Photogravure.

The King of Egypt’s Birthday single stamp issue was, perhaps surprisingly,
given to Harrison to print. Maybe The Survey Department of Egypt did not have
the capacity at that time to produce this commemorative issue.

……………………………………………………………………
1927

Palestine British Mandate: Definitive Stamps by Letterpress.
Printed at the Hayes factory, these 14 letterpress designs featured typical views
and buildings of the Mandate.
Around 400 copies exist with SPECIMEN as either overprints or perfins,
plus some further supplies were overprinted for sample use by Harrison
(c.$500 each). Caveat: forgeries exist of the Harrison sample overprint.
An experimental printing of the 7m value exists with a ‘HARRISON &
SONS LTD., Stamp Printers, LONDON’ imprint in bottom margin. Only
one strip is known, plus a pair with part imprint.

……………………………………………………………………
1928

Gold Coast: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure.
The second issue to be printed by Harrison using photogravure was for the
Gold Coast (now Ghana).
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A set of 10 definitives was issued depicting Christiansborg Castle, with the
four higher values being bi-coloured. This was something that Britain never
utilised until around three decades later. This delay was probably due to the
vast volume of stamps needed in the UK.
(Some values of?) the Gold Coast stamps exist with Harrison sample
overprints. Printed at Hayes factory using a “Johannisberg BT.9” German-made
press. This was the first issue printed by Harrison as part of a Crown Agents
contract – the start of a long association.

……………………………………………………………………
1930

Peru: Definitive Stamp Overprints by Photogravure.

The 1924-1929 Fall of Leguia Government 10 cent value was overprinted 2c or
4c in 1930 by photogravure with a crest design by Harrison.

……………………………………………………………………
1930/1

Peru: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure.
Six of the values from the 1924-1929 pictorial “Portraits and Monuments” issue
that had originally been printed intaglio, were printed by Harrison using the
same designs but by photogravure. The background was redrawn and now
appeared plain instead of a lined.
(The illustration is not of the Harrison printing, which I have yet to track
down.)

……………………………………………………………………
1932

Peru: Postage Due Labels by Photogravure.

A pair of postage due labels was printed by Harrison using their now
customary 15x14 perforation. The 2c and 10c values reproduced an earlier
production by another printer, but redrawn with a plain instead of lined
background to them.

……………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………
1932

Columbia: Natural Resources Commemorative Stamps Mystery.

It is recorded in a contemporary philatelic magazine article about Harrison that
they printed stamps for Columbia by photogravure during 1932.
However, the only issue in this era by this printing process depicts cattle,
petroleum, bananas, emeralds (see image alongside), gold or coffee and all are
bicoloured stamps. The Stanley Gibbons stamp catalogue for 1937 states that
This is NOT a Harrison
they were printed by the Government Printing Works in Germany, so any
stamp printing!!
Harrison involvement with Columbia remains a mystery. Can anyone help?
Possibly Harrison sub-contracted the work, but it seems highly improbable
that they would have chosen a German printing company, especially when they had an earlier association
with the Dutch photogravure printing firm of NRM.

……………………………………………………………………
1933

Quotation about the Photogravure Printing Process.
In August 1933, Mr B. Guy Harrison stated in an article that appeared in Stamp
Collecting Weekly [GB]: “The photogravure process may ultimately become
fairly general”.
Little did he know at the time…

……………………………………………………………………
1933

Maldive Islands: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure.

The third issue to be printed by Harrison using photogravure was for the
Maldive Islands. A set of nine definitives was issued, utilising the 1909 design
previously printed by DLR in intaglio. Yet another contract to have been taken
away from DLR by Harrison.
Depicts a ‘Minaret of Juma Mosque, near Male’ design. Not ideally suited to
photogravure as it failed to benefit from the tonal range possible.
This set was the first postage stamp issue anywhere to be printed on
Harrison & Sons, London script watermarked paper.

……………………………………………………………………
1933

Great Britain: Definitive Stamps Contract Taken from Waterlow and
a Change of Process to Photogravure from Letterpress.

By 1933, a decision by the GPO to move to photogravure printing had been
agreed at postal headquarters.
The contract for the British low value definitives was won back from
Waterlow and Sons by Harrison following a competitive tender that was to be
effective from the 1st January 1934.

……………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………
1933

High Wycombe Factory Opened.

Harrison needed more space, so purchased the High Wycombe
site to concentrate on their newly re-acquired major contract to
print low value definitives for Britain by the photogravure
process.
This plant became known locally as “The Stamp Factory”
and remained in use until their demise.

……………………………………………………………………
1934

Ecuador: Compulsory Tax Stamps by Photogravure.

A pair of “Compulsory Tax” stamps in aid of the rebuilding fund for the
GPO Guayaquil Post Office was printed on the Harrison & Sons, London
script watermarked paper, perforated 15x14.

……………………………………………………………………
1934

Great Britain: First British Definitive Stamps by Photogravure.
The first British photogravure postage stamp was the brown penny-ha’penny
value that was issued on 20 August 1934. The remainder of the set followed
over a period, including the halfpenny illustrated alongside.
The stamps were described at the time as “enchantingly beautiful” in a
British philatelic magazine.

……………………………………………………………………
1935

Great Britain: Silver Jubilee Commemorative Stamps by Photogravure.

The Silver Jubilee of His Majesty King George V saw Harrison print their
first commemorative set of stamps for Great Britain in Post Office
counter sheets and in stamp booklets.

……………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………
Until 1997

Harrison: Supremacy in Photogravure Production.
Harrison maintained its supremacy in photogravure stamp production for
dozens of countries around the world for more than sixty years. This ceased
when De La Rue took them over and sadly eliminated the brand shortly
afterwards.
It is generally accepted that Harrison had become a thorn in DLRs side
because they had managed to take from them around five percent of the world’s
banknote production in quite a short space of time.
“Don’t get mad, get even” seems to have been the policy of De La Rue!

(above) A lead seal used on consignments of stamps delivered to Harrison customers around the world.

……………………………………………………………………
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Appendix 2 to Dummy Stamps Issue 11

The Spread of Photogravure
Gradually, this process gained increased use

Not dummy / testing related, but hopefully it
will prove to be interest to readers of DS.
Updates and corrections to this “work in
progress” would be appreciated.

The listing below records the introduction of the photogravure printing process on stamps for the period up to and including
mainstream use on definitives by Great Britain in 1934. A country is listed more than once in cases where they used more than one
photogravure printer. Not every printer is recorded in the catalogues that I consulted, so an educated guess has been taken as to the
likely company. These entries are preceded by the word “[Probably (name of printer)]”.
The listing does not claim completeness, but serves to illustrate how photogravure gradually became a further process in the
arsenal of techniques available to stamp printers across the globe. For me, the big surprise was its use by Waterlow as early as
1918 (War Savings stamps) and 1924 (El Salvador). I never appreciated that they had the capability at that time.

Year
1914
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1925
1926
1927
1927
1927
1928
1928
1928
1929
1929
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1931
1932
1932
1933
1933
1934
1934

Country using Photo.
Bavaria
Great Britain
Czechoslovakia
Bulgaria
Great Britain
Monaco
Egypt
El Salvador
Egypt
Saar
Luxembourg
Netherlands, The
Romania
Switzerland
Italy
Romania
Switzerland
Liechtenstein
Russia
Lebanon
Liechtenstein
South Africa
Spain
Syria
France
Columbia
Liechtenstein
Hungary
Liechtenstein
Liechtenstein
Great Britain

Company undertaking the Printing
F A Bruckmann, Munchen (Munich), Germany
Waterlow and Sons, London, UK [6d War Savings stamps]
Cartographic Section, Czecho-Slovak Army, Czechoslovakia
State Printing Works, Sofia, Bulgaria
Harrison & Sons, London, UK. [6d National Savings stamps.]
Helio Vaugirard, France
Harrison & Sons, London, UK
Waterlow and Sons, London, UK
The Survey Department of Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
Helio Vaugirard, France
“Printed in Photogravure.” [By what printer?]
“Printed photogravure in Holland.” [Probably Joh. Enschede]
Helio Vaugirard, France
“Printed photogravure in Switzerland.” [By what printer?]
Government Printing Works, Rome, Italy
“Printed photogravure in Bucharest.” [By what printer?]
“Printed photogravure in Holland.” [Probably Joh. Enschede]
Vienna Kunstdruck, Vienna, Austria
“Printed photogravure in Russia.” [Probably State Print Works]
Helio Vaugirard, France
Rosenbaum Brothers, Vienna, Austria
Government Printing Works, Pretoria, South Africa
“Printed photogravure in Spain.” [Probably FNMT]
Helio Vaugirard, France
Helio Vaugirard, France
Government Printing Works, Berlin, Germany
Chwala, Vienna, Austria
“Printed photogravure in Hungary.” [By what printer?]
Elbemuhl, Vienna, Austria
Helio Courvoisier SA, La Chaux de Fondes, Switzerland
Harrison & Sons, London, UK on all stamps to one-shilling.
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